1...AIDED STOCKTON PD MANCHESTER AVE 062407
SPD requested officer assistance with gunshots heard in the area. Officers responded and assisted.

2... AIDED STOCKTON PD PACIFIC AVE. 062407
Officer was flagged down by a victim who was robbed (strong arm) on Bianchi and Pacific. Officer stood by for SPD to respond to initiate the report.

3...AIDED STOCKTON PD PACIFIC AVE 062507
Officer located a victim down in the area of the Methodist Church. Victim involved in a reported hit and run to SPD. Officer stood by until medics and SPD arrived on scene.

4...FIELD INTERVIEW LOT 10 062507
Officer conducted an interview on two subjects in a parked vehicle with no front plates. Subjects stated they were waiting for a friend but could not name him. Officer requested subjects leave the area.

5...DISTURBANCE ALPINE AVE 062607
Officer contacted a female subject going through the dumpster. Subject was cited and released.

6...DISTURBANCE PACIFIC AVE. 062607
Officer contacted a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was cited and released.

7...DISTURBANCE PERSHING @ EUCLID 062607
Officer contacted a female subject going through the dumpster. Subject was cited and released.

8...TOW PERSHING @ TELEGRAPH 062707
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver had a suspended or revoked license. Vehicle was towed from the stop location. Driver was also cited.

9...AUTO BURGLARY LOT 3 062707
Victim reported her vehicle was burglarized. Victim reported the driver side window was smashed to take her empty backpack that was left in view.
10...FIELD INTERVIEW   PIKE HOUSE   062707
Officer contacted two subjects in the area going through the dumpster. Subjects were interviewed and revoked from campus.

11...AUTO BURGLARY   MARIPOSA AVE.   062807
Victim reported her vehicle was burglarized. Victim reported the driver side window was smashed to take her book bag that was left in view.

12...TRESPASSING   LOT 30   062807
Officers contacted a male subject on a bicycle who was revoked from campus earlier. Subject was cited for trespassing.

13...SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE   LOT 28   062807
Officer contacted the driver of a vehicle seen leaving an off campus parking lot at a high rate of speed. Driver was warned for impeding traffic and driving at a high rate of speed.

14...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT   STAGG WAY   062807
Staff reported an accident involving a golf cart. Officer is investigating the incident and initiated a report.

15...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   MANCHESTER AVE   062807
Officer initiated a checkout of a male subject urinating in public. Subject was warned.

16...AIDED STOCKTON PD   OFF CAMPUS   062907
Officer was flagged down in Lot 12, on a report of an auto burglary. Burglary occurred off campus. SPD was advised.

17...AUTO BURGLARY   MENDOCINO AVE   062907
Officers responded to a report of an auto burglary. A witness observed the suspect break the window of the victim’s vehicle and may have scared the suspect off as nothing was taken. The suspect may be the same suspect in several other auto burglaries in the area. Suspect was described as a Hispanic male 20-30 years old heavy set driving a white Hyundai 4 door. Officers were unable to located the suspect involved. A report of the incident was initiated.

18...EPHONE ACTIVATION   WOODBRIDGE   062907
Officer contacted two juveniles in the area after receiving emergency phone activation. Both subjects were interviewed and advised of trespassing laws and warned for false emergency reports.

19...NOISE COMPLAINT   KNOLES WAY   063007
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers advised partiers to take it inside and keep the noise down.
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female subject with medical problems. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital. Officers initiated a report.